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OVERVIEW

OVERVIEW
Ecuador's most famous destination - the Galapagos Islands - offers discovery and
adventure. During your visit, you will explore the islands where you will
see an array of incredible wildlife, from the iconic giant tortoises to rays and
penguins. You will experience all of the best ways to see the Galapagos - hiking,
boat travel, kayaking, snorkeling and stand up paddleboarding. It's an adventure
you'll never forget!

GALAPAGOS
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Arrival Day

DAY 1
WELCOME TO THE GALAPAGOS
Today we arrive in Baltra Island, the gateway to the Galapagos. This tiny island was a military base during the
Second World War and hosts the Islands’ principal airport. The airport was built using the most advanced environmental techniques to reduce emissions and energy use, some of which you’ll notice as you walk through the
facility. This was the first ecological airport in the world.
From the Itabaca Channel we head up to the Santa Cruz highlands to a private reserve that borders the National
Park, where we can see the famous Giant Tortoises roaming in the wild.
We drive to our exclusive giant tortoise reserve where our tented camp is located. Perched high on a hillside
overlooking the ocean, Magic Galapagos Tented Camp will be our home for the next two nights. The sounds of
nature will serenade us in the evenings, and the Milky Way will be our night light. We’ll be able to feast our eyes
on the mountains and forests surrounding the Camp, and enjoy the peace of having the entire hillside to ourselves, with the exception of seasonal resident giant tortoises.
Watching the colorful sunset from Magic’s western perch is the perfect segue into evening. Dinners are sumptuous three course affairs, prepared by expert chefs in an open-air kitchen in the main lodge. A favorite
post-dinner activity is a short walk to the reserve’s natural lava tubes, for a night cap in the one-of-a-kind ‘Lava
Lounge!’ It’s the perfect spot to relax around the fire and share stories from the day’s adventures.

Included

Transportation, accommodation and breakfast, dinner, entrance fee Magic Tortoise Reserve
The other side of Galapagos | Page 03
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OPTIONAL
DAY 1
EXCURSION
Exclusive Snorkel,
Kayak and SUP
(At additional cost)

Dive into our adventure as soon as you
arrive!
Enter the airport through a special VIP
lounge where you will have a chance to
change clothes, put on some sunscreen and
get a cool drink before we transfer to the
Itabaca Channel to explore its spectacular
turquoise waters. We will have a chance to
kayak, snorkel and stand up paddle board
(SUP), as well as encountering some of the
most famous Galapagos wildlife such as
blue-footed

boobies,

sea

lions,

brown

pelicans, a variety of herons and white-tipped reef sharks.
There’s no better introduction to the Galapagos than to get on the water as soon as
possible! We will glide through beautiful red
mangrove forests and along lava rock cliffs
on water so clear we can see the marine life
in the shallows. Our ocean (sit on top) kayaks
come in doubles or singles, and life jackets
are provided. A support boat will escort us
throughout our water activities to ensure
safety and to provide water, snacks and
towels between activities.
Technical Details:
Difficulty: Easy to moderate
Kayak: 1.5-2 hours depending on fauna activity and skills of kayakers
Means of Transportation: boat, kayak, stand up
paddle board and private transportation to
Galapagos Magic.
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DAY 2
Navigable Tour to neighbor Island

Windrose is the newest yacht for
Galapagos

travel,

a

state-of-

the-art Sunseeker Manhattan 74foot motoryacht. She cruises
atunprecedented

speed,

in

wonderful comfort, with catering
facilities on board for snacks and
lunch, space for everyone to
relax, passionate naturalist guide
and dedicated crew.
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We can visit North Seymour and Bachas,South Plazas, Santa Fe Island or Bartolome, and Sullivan Bay. Along
the way, we might see leaping rays or other sea life, while enjoying the vastness of the Pacific. The yacht
tour lets you see the Islands and their wildlife in their most pristine state. Island visited may vary according
to National Park regulations

** These excursions are subject to availability and change without prior notification
Night at Galapagos Habitat (Standard room)
Included

transportation , accommodation and breakfast , local guide , lunch
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additional cost or self guided) or if

DAY 3

you feel like unplugging from the

Optional Tours

Today we have multiple choices of
activities available (organized at
Galapagos

world and relaxing completely at
our iconic Galapagos hotel situated right on the waterfront —
surrounded by both Galapagos
wildlife and mangroves that give a
delightful sense of seclusion in the
town of Puerto Ayora — on Santa
Cruz Island, in the heart of the
Galapagos Islands.
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OPTIONAL TOURS

WALK TO LAS GRIETAS

& Kayak at Tortuga Bay (private basis)
From Puerto Ayora main pier we take a water taxi to
the “Other Side Pier”. At this point we start an easy
walk for about 1 Km (~0.6 mile) until we reach Las
Grietas. This is a stunning geological formation
named as fissure where we can see two impressive
rock walls with an elongated crystal clear water pond
ideal for snorkeling. ied. The Research Center offers
a brand new Interpretation Center with some of the
most important samples of the Center Collection.
Later, visit to Tortuga Bay. After walking through a
deciduous forest for 2.5 Km (~1.5 miles) we will
reach one of the most beautiful beaches in the
archipelago. We will continue walking along this
white sand beach for another 1 Km (~0.6 mile) until
we reach the Playa Mansa where we can enjoy a
special kayaking ride around the Bay.

CERRO MEZA

& Kayak at Garrapatero (private basis)
Visit Cerro Mesa viewpoint from where we can admire the
whole southern shore of Santa Cruz. Continue towards one of
the iconic formations in Galapagos resembling a crater from
where we will start a hike downhill for about 30 minutes to
the bottom of this collapsed crater. Explore the area, recover
energies and start the hike uphill for about 45 minutes to 1
hour. Excellent opportunities to find endemic species such
as the Wood-pecker Finch and being very lucky giant tortoises.
Later, kayaks at Garrapatero. Walk for about 500 mts (~0.3
mile) on a flat and easy terrain through a deciduous forest
until we reach El Garrapatero beach. Kayaking activity takes
place from the beach along the bay for about 45 minutes. We
can make a short walk to the brackish lagoon where we have
high possibilities to find pink flamingos.
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OPTIONAL TOURS

COFFEE FARM AND SUGAR CANE MILL

& Highlights of Puerto Ayora (private basis)

In the morning, visit Organic Coffee Farm & Sugar Cane mill. Departure from your hotel towards the
farming area of El Cascajo. Visit one of the most traditional farms in the area where we can find real organic coffee and sugar cane plantations. We will learn about all coffee and sugar cane growing and production process including a handcrafted sugar cane mil and distillery where the farmers produce a traditional sugar cane liquor.
Later, visit to Charles Darwin Research Station. The Charles Darwin Research Center is the matrix of all the
scientific researches in the Galapagos Islands. It is from these headquarters from where all the most
sensitive conservation projects are being directed. The conservation and preservation of giant tortoises,
marine iguanas among others are some of the examples of the Center labor. We can walk along the core
of the Research Center where we can find the corrals where the giant tortoises are being breed as well as
the corrals where the land iguanas are being studied.
The Research Center offers a brand new Interpretation Center with some of the most important samples
of the Center Collection.
Afterwards, visit to wooden workshops in Galapagos. Inspired by the unique beauty of the islands and
using cedrella s wood; one of the introduced species in Galapagos several years ago; galapagueños
artists have dedicated their lives to capture in this wood images of fauna and flora of the archipelago.
Their pieces are full are full of creativity and details that reflect the naturalness of the enchanted islands.
During this visit we will know more about these skilled hands.

NAVIGABLE TOUR

to neighbor islands (sharing basis)
Embark our motor yacht and enjoy of a daily
excursion with a welcoming crew members
and knowledgeable naturalist guide, and
experience the remote islands in comfort
and style.
Our daily excursions will take you to
experience the Galapagos Islands in a safe
and comfortable manner.

** These excursions are subject to availability and change without prior notification
Night at Galapagos Habitat (Standard room)
Included

Accommodation and breakfast
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hotel. Our adventure begins

DAY 4

with a tour of the Tintoreras,

Isabela Island

Today

we

take

morning

speed

transfer

to

an
boat

Isabela

early
and
Island

where we will check into our
Santa Cruz Island

a group of small islands near
the village of Puerto Villamil.
The islands are named after
the white tipped ‘Tintoreras’
reef sharks that swim in these
calm waters.
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On the Tintoreras we will see almost all the archipelago’s iconic wildlife: white-tipped reef sharks,
sea lions, turtles, rays, penguins, and of course pelicans and blue footed boobies. This is a Galapagos in miniature! After walking on the island, we will have a chance to snorkel in the bay. Don’t be
surprised if some of the penguins or sea lions jump in to play alongside you in the water!

** These excursions are subject to availability and change without prior notification
Night at the Wooden House (Double standard room)
Included

Transportation, accommodation and breakfast, lunch
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DAY 5
Isabela Island

Volcanic eruptions created all the
Galapagos Islands, and you will
have a chance to see this geologic
process first-hand as we explore
Isabela, one of the archipelago’s
youngest and most volcanically
active islands.
We have the whole day to explore
the Isabela highlands, and we start
by hiking up to the crater of the
massive Sierra Negra volcano, and
then onward to the rim of the
Volcan Chico.
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VOLCAN CHICO
This fascinating walk usually begins with some morning fog and drizzle, which sometimes persists in the
shadow of the volcano, adding to its mysterious character. Despite the drizzle, we may see Galapagos
Hawks, finches, flycatchers and Short Eared Owls en route.
When we reach the rim of the Sierra Negra crater, the second largest in the world after the Ngorongoro in
Tanzania, we will see the reward for our efforts. The crater is so large, and the views so expansive, photos
can’t do it justice, but bring your binoculars and camera anyway! Later, as we head towards Volcan Chico,
we may get the feeling we are walking on Mars due to the alien landscape. And while the land appears to be
utterly desolate, a closer look will reveal small lizards scurrying about among the rocks. From the crater’s
rim, we will enjoy more amazing views along with lava tubes and fumaroles.
After Volcan Chico and its extreme landscape, we will be able to relax in the shade of a lovely “jaboncillo”
tree, and enjoy our box lunch while taking in the spectacular and expansive views over the central and
northern parts of the Island. In the distance, we will be able to see Fernandina, Pinzon and Santa Cruz
Islands. We then head back down to complete our day of hiking (16 kilometers / 9,94 miles in total) and relax
on the beaches of Puerto Villamil.

Night at the Wooden House (Double standard room)
Included

Excursion, English speaking guide, transportation, accommodation and breakfast, lunch
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DAY 6
Departure Day

Today we take an early morning
speed boat back to Santa Cruz and
then transfer by land to Baltra for
our onward journey or flight back
home.

Included

English speaking guide , transportation, breakfast
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HOTELS

GALAPAGOS MAGIC
Galapagos Magic is a million miles from the world’s hustle and bustle.
Set in the highlands of Santa Cruz (and away from the waterfront
crowds), this totally unique property surprises and delights.
Capacity – 20 people
4 elevated tree houses
6 raised, walk-in tents

GALAPAGOS
HABITAT
Situated on the oceanfront in Puerto Ayora, the Galapagos
Habitat blends in naturally with a surrounding mangrove forest
while offering the most pleasant views of Academy Bay available
on Santa Cruz.

THE WOODEN
HOUSE LODGE
The Wooden House is an eco-friendly hotel in the Galapagos
island with Solar water heaters, and own farm with always fresh
and seasonal products, our team is working hard to achieve new
green certifications offering you a reliable operation.

INCLUDED

NOT INCLUDED

Accommodation, Meals mentioned in the itinerary,

Transfers &

Flights (all flights from mainland Ecuador to the Galapagos Islands

ground transportation, One Boat excursion with snorkeling on a

can be arranged upon request), Galapagos National Park entrance fee

sharing basis, Speed boat transfer on a sharing basis, English-

(US $100 per adult/$50 per child under 12), tourist transit card (US

speaking naturalist guide

$20 per person), Beverages, Laundry service, Insurance (prior to your
journey please ensure your travel insurance is valid in your country of
origin), Gratuities, Activities on day 3 are optional with an extra cost.
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